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Saint Peter's Church and Sacred Art's Museum
.

This sacred art museum is installed in the old collegiate 
church called São Pedro, which was built in the 17th 
century. Hosting more than a hundred works of art 
dating from the 5th century to the present date, the 
museum holds and exhibits an invaluable ecclesiastical 
heritage. The rare beauty and value of the tiles covering 
the inside walls of this church are just extraordinary.
.

Visit duration: 30min
Capacity: 25 People
Schedule: Tuesday to Sunday 09:00 - 12:30 | 14:00 - 17:30
GPS: Latitude: 38.141371
           Longitude: -7.449688

casa

poços

Available guide in Gordillo’s jewellery museum

Arabic Well House

In the old moorish neighborhood you can find a small 
museum, where you can acknowledge the history 
about water in Moura, while simultaneously observe 
three water wellheads of the 14th/15th centuries, all 
founded  in this historical quarter called Mouraria.

Visit duration: 15min
Capacity: 10 People

GPS: Latitude: 38.142157
           Longitude: -7.452268

Contacts

Municipal Museum | 285 253 978

Tourist information office | 285 251 375 

museu.municipal@cm-moura.pt
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lagar de varas 

do fojo

Traditional olive oil mill
.

Classified as property of public interest and dating 
from 1810, the Lagar de Varas do Fojo is a faithful 
testimony of the traditional olive oil production . This 
ancient olive oil press maintain its historical 
authenticity, preserving all original machinery, similar 
to the one used by the Romans, applied to olive oil 
production.
.

Visit duration: 30min
Capacity: 25 people
Schedule: Tuesday to Sunday  09:00 - 12:30 | 14:00 - 17:30
GPS: Latitude 38.139287
           Longitude - 7.447124

núcleo de museu 

gordillo

Alberto Gordillo's Contemporary Jewellery Museum

Alberto Gordillo, pioneer in contemporary jewellery, 
donated part of his artistic collection to Moura city 
council. This contemporary jewellery museum is 
unique in Portugal, and its collection is known for its 
beauty and originality.

Visit duration: 30min
Capacity: 25 People
Schedule: Tuesday to Sunday 09:00 -12:30 | 14:00 - 17:30
GPS: Latitude: 38.143373
           Longitude: -7.452082

moura 
arqueológica

Discover Moura's archeological treasures through this 
amazing exhibition, that display the most important 
archaeological findings. Visitors are welcome to 
experience this unique collection, installed in the old 
council slaughter.

Archaeological Moura's Exhibition

Visit duration: 60 min
Capacity: 25 People
Schedule: Tuesday to Sunday 09:00 - 12:30 | 14:00 - 17:30
GPS: Latitude: 38.141549
           Longitude: -7.453509

Placed on the heart of Moura's castle, the main tower 
exhibits part of the  armory collection.
Climb to the top of the tower and enjoy the 
breathtaking view of the surrounding landscape!

Visit duration: 30min
Capacity: 20 people
GPS: Latitude: 38.143567
           Longitude: -7.451434

Armory museum of Moura’s Castle

exposição 

armaria


